... AT SUN COUNTRY, COMFORT IS KING

SUN COUNTRY FURNITURE
CORNER OF CLAREMONT AND HAVEN
1473 CLAREMONT AVE., PACIFIC BEACH
Showroom open seven days a week

FREE MATCHING OTTOMAN
with the purchase of any King Chair. Many fabrics to choose from.
King Chair prices start as low as $995.00.
Offer expires May 21st. 1976

Real Estate

 textbook. This

Real Estate

Front Row, Center

Going to the Rod Stewart Concert? Didn't get good seats? Night of the show, why don't you ask those lucky people sitting up close just where they got their tickets.

By Jeannette DeWyze and Jim Mullin
City Lights

Hale's BestListen to Hale's BestListen to Hale's BestListen to Hale's BestListen to Hale's BestListen to Hale's BestListen to Hale's BestListen to Hale's BestListen to Hale's BestListen to Hale's BestListen to Hale's Best

July 13, 1972

City Lights

I'll Buy You A Beer If You'll Stuff My Mother-In-Law

City Lights

July 13, 1972
Straight from the Hip

Matthew Alice

The "Econo" $149 (orig. $199)

Garden of Eden Waterbeds

LEARN TO DANCE
6 one-hour lessons $20

Front Row, Center

The Ultimate Travel Pack
Front Row, Center

continued from page 1

the 1969-70 season and held the record for most seasons with 13,384. He was also one of the most loyal and enthusiastic fans of the Silver Spring High School football team, attending every game from 1955 to 1975. In addition, he was a dedicated volunteer for the local food bank, providing meals to those in need. His contributions to the community were recognized with numerous awards and honors. He passed away peacefully in his home, surrounded by his family and loved ones.

(For more information, please visit www.silver-springs-high-school.com)

(For more information, please visit www.silver-springs-high-school.com)
READER'S GUIDE TO LOCAL EVENTS

Galleries


"Living in the City," an exhibition of San Diego contemporary art, at the San Diego Museum of Art, 1420 Midway Drive, Balboa Park, San Diego, 92101. Hours: 10-5 weekdays. (858) 234-5330.

Warhol's Pop Art at the New York State Museum, 25th Street and River, Denver, Colo. Hours: 10-5 weekdays. (303) 389-3885.

West Patina, a 2nd Street exhibit, will be under the same roof as the 2nd Street Art Exhibit, 2nd Street and San Diego River, San Diego, 92101. Hours: 10-5 weekdays. (619) 234-5330.

The Future of Art, a mixed media exhibit by various artists, at the San Diego Museum of Art, 1420 Midway Drive, Balboa Park, San Diego, 92101. Hours: 10-5 weekdays. (858) 234-5330.

Scrapbook and Workshops, a workshop on the scrapbook movement, at the San Diego Museum of Art, 1420 Midway Drive, Balboa Park, San Diego, 92101. Hours: 10-5 weekdays. (858) 234-5330.

"Animal Stories Art Show," a small world exhibit, will be on display at the Balboa Park, San Diego, 92101. Hours: 10-5 weekdays. (858) 234-5330.


The Future of Art, a mixed media exhibit by various artists, at the San Diego Museum of Art, 1420 Midway Drive, Balboa Park, San Diego, 92101. Hours: 10-5 weekdays. (858) 234-5330.

The Future of Art, a mixed media exhibit by various artists, at the San Diego Museum of Art, 1420 Midway Drive, Balboa Park, San Diego, 92101. Hours: 10-5 weekdays. (858) 234-5330.

The Future of Art, a mixed media exhibit by various artists, at the San Diego Museum of Art, 1420 Midway Drive, Balboa Park, San Diego, 92101. Hours: 10-5 weekdays. (858) 234-5330.

The Future of Art, a mixed media exhibit by various artists, at the San Diego Museum of Art, 1420 Midway Drive, Balboa Park, San Diego, 92101. Hours: 10-5 weekdays. (858) 234-5330.
Rhapsody in Black

DUNCAN SHEPHERD

The question that is on our minds is how much music we really need to hear. Is it possible that music is only a means to an end? But what is the end? Is it really to communicate emotions, or is it to create a sense of social unity, or is it to reflect the individuality of the artist? These are all valid questions, but they are not the only ones. The question of the role of music in society is also important. Is music a form of entertainment, or is it a serious art form? These are all questions that we need to ask ourselves, and then decide how we want to use music in our lives.
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THUS, WHAT IS THE ROLE OF MUSIC IN SOCIETY?

The role of music in society is a complex one. Music is a powerful tool that can be used to bring people together, to express emotions, and to create a sense of unity. However, it can also be used to divide people, to manipulate emotions, and to create a sense of dissatisfaction. The role of music in society depends on how it is used.
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Reader's Guide to

the Music Scene

Opening Tuesday, June 5th at the Bacchanal.

ROXY

cindy bullens
FORMERLY IT'S A BEAUTIFUL DAY
LAFLAMME BAND
cooper house

randy hansen's machine gun
a tribute to jimmy hendrix

leon redbone
with father guido saraducci
"saturday night live"

new england
john mcLaughlin
the rockets
penetration

monks
sugar daddy

blitz bros.
bratz
magic if

stephen stills
featuring bonnie Bramlett and mike finnigan
wednesday, june 6 - 7:30pm
"intimate amphitheater style"

填饱你的肠胃，品尝我们的特惠！

zorba combo platter
$5.95

leone yemisto

psary pike

call for take-out orders

the mad greek
226-0281

fill your belly while watching ours!

the tilman
mindless rock & roll

the bacchanal

ph: (213) 434-0222

w: 11133 w. 7th st.

buena park,ocala ca. 90221

the bacchanal
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w: 11133 w. 7th st.

buena park,ocala ca. 90221
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LIVE! in outdoor concert... HELEN REDDY

They're Back
King Biscuit Blues

The Music Scene

Los Angeles Concerts

Mandalin Wind:

接口错误或无效图片，请忽略该部分。
Solid Wood!

Build your future around solid wood with a hope chest from California Country Furniture! This beautiful solid pine hope chest is completely hand-crafted, with aromatic lignum, and a lustrous red oak finish. The perfect complement to any decor, and an investment for a "pay" in 45 years gift. For a limited time only. $149.95 with immediate delivery.

Also available are our deluxe hope chests which feature brass corners and a hinged front lip. This model is also completely lined with a cedar today only $114.95. Don't wait, visit California Country today and see the beautiful difference ten years in solid wood can make.

California Country Furniture also has her shoes, breakfast bar or country style at a new look. These solid wood stools have been found to be at 36", and they are only $29.95 each.

* CALIFORNIA COUNTRY FURNITURE *

7761 Broadway # Lemon Grove, CA 95000
Open: Mon-Fri 11-6, Sat 9-5

Rides

Crazy Shirts has the sportswear that tells the world you made it all the way to '79! Generously cut apparel includes: stretchy, lightweight nylon, polyester, and spandex, all in bright, attention-getting colors. Our shirts are perfect for a night on the town or just lounging around the house. Crazy Shirts speak for themselves.

Crazy Shirts has the sportswear that tells the world you made it all the way to '79! Generously cut apparel includes: stretchy, lightweight nylon, polyester, and spandex, all in bright, attention-getting colors. Our shirts are perfect for a night on the town or just lounging around the house. Crazy Shirts speak for themselves.

Crazy Shirts has the sportswear that tells the world you made it all the way to '79! Generously cut apparel includes: stretchy, lightweight nylon, polyester, and spandex, all in bright, attention-getting colors. Our shirts are perfect for a night on the town or just lounging around the house. Crazy Shirts speak for themselves.
A Midweek Natural Dinner for $3.25

Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday

[Image of a cartoon illustration with two people enjoying a meal]

[Contact information]

[Restaurant name and address]

[Phone number]
THE READER PUZZLE
No. 58 Shreds of Evidence

By Don Robbie

It's almost the time for the Reader Puzzle, and we're getting ready. We've put everything together. You know what? We're about to go. And we're going to be doing this puzzle. Just take a look at our wonderful shreds of evidence. They represent a different piece of paperwork from our main story file. We like you to have a real experience looking at it, because it's truly the end of the line. So here it is, with some acting rights briefly, in the space provided.

Rules of the Game:
1. Rules for solving the Reader Puzzle:

SHREDS OF EVIDENCE
No. 58

The Reader Puzzle

1. All entries in the Reader Puzzle contest must be mailed to: Reader Puzzle, P.O. Box 8990, San Diego, CA 92118. They will be judged on Friday, April 5th, 1980. All entries must be accompanied by your name and address.
2. Entries will be judged on the accuracy and clarity of the solutions submitted.
3. The first 10 entries submitted will be disqualified, as their solutions will be published in the Reader Puzzle section, which will appear in the Reader Puzzle.
4. Entries will be accepted from April 1st through April 5th, 1980.
5. The Reader Puzzle contest will be judged on Monday, April 8th, 1980.
6. All entries must be mailed to the Reader Puzzle address, and they must be postmarked by April 5th, 1980.

Winners and Answers to Reader Puzzle #58, April 5th, 1980

Mike's Autocut was the winner of this month's Reader Puzzle. Mike was delighted to learn that Autocut had also been entered in the Reader Puzzle contest. Mike's solution was accepted and will be published in the Reader Puzzle section of the Reader Puzzle.
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